Teaching Tips: Advanced

**Beat: Advanced**
*Introduce:* shuffle popular instrumentals having students lead different dances

*Reinforce:* circle up and create a dance routine where each student adds a move done across 4 beats

*Assess:* perform the routine seeing who can remember each student’s moves

**Rhythm: Advanced**
*Introduce:* dictate rhythms from a popular song

*Reinforce:* assign rhythms to different groups of students

*Assess:* perform song accompanying on rhythm instruments playing at right time

**Pitch: Advanced**
*Introduce:* play or sing simple 2-note melody having students sing back

*Reinforce:* try 3-note, 4-note, or even 5-note melodies

*Assess:* have students do a melodic dictation on paper

**Timbre: Advanced**
*Introduce:* get short stories from school library or homeroom teachers

*Reinforce:* act out short stories using timbres as foley or sfx

*Assess:* use written assessments having students “review” performances, deciding who had the most appropriate sfx or timbres for their scene

show us your music-making online!

@musicboxpod